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ie I did not. Convinced that no one else would witness, I touched my amulet,
and summoned the Gift of the Empress. Within seconds, all three of my assailants had disappeared without a trace. The Empress would not be pleased, but
my untimely death atop a distant mountain would be a much larger inconvenience to both of us.
I brushed the snow off my cloak and examined the nearby signpost. “TRAVELLERS
SHOULD BE WARY OF THIEVES.”
Shaking my head, I pressed onward along the Old Road. The mountains were becoming
warmer and shorter, but no less treacherous. By the time I reached the next signpost (“You
are now entering the dominion of Nightail”), all of the snow had vanished from my boots.
My path merged with a much larger one as I rounded the largest peak for leagues, and as
the sun fell, the road only became more crowded. Soon I came across a sheer wall of rock
with a great gaping hole: the entrance to Castle Nightail and its township, which were
entirely underground.
Pale-skinned men, women, and children flocked in and out of the rift like ants, some coming out to enjoy the warm evening and others (the more red-tinged among them) returning
from a day of work outside.
“Excuse me, coming through, sorry – sorry! – ”
People were scurrying out of the way of a huge, breathless woman carrying what appeared
to be an entire tree in her arms. I stepped down to give her a hand getting it over the final
crest in the wide road. She let it fall to the ground with a dull thud and wiped a river of
sweat from her forehead.
“Thanks. Whew!” She looked me up and down as she caught her breath. “You look like
you’ve seen too much sun to be from Nightail. I’m Nim. What’s your story?”
“Actually, I’m exploring Yorovash in search of stories. Tales of its shadowy rulers. Have
you heard of any of them?”
She was shaking her head, still panting. “I don’t even know who rules Castle Nightail...
Oh! Wait. My papa once told me that no two neighbouring rulers have the same last letter
in their names.” She looked thoughtful. “I don’t know how he knew that without knowing
who any of them are. Anyway, I have to get this log down to the Deep Fire. It gets freezing
down there! Nice meeting you, whoever you are.”
“You would not enjoy trying to say my name,” I said. “But the pleasure was mine.”
Whistling cheerfully, she picked up her cargo again and carried on into the cavernous entrance. I made some notes, then followed.
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